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Meet Bailey.

Bailey's ambition of raising $100,000 for the Black
Dog institute stems from her own journey living
with Bipolar Disorder.

Coupled with a strong desire to provide all she can to
others, her dream is to assist with education while
encouraging a pragmatic and open attitude surrounding
mental health.

Through adaptation and management over the years,
hiking & connecting with nature has been a major
component.

She hopes to slash the stigma of mental health
disorders, positively impacting the way others perceive
them, and the way individuals deal with their own
diagnosis. 
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The Trek -

On the 18th of May, 2022 - Bailey
began her 5000km hike from South
Point, Wilsons Promontory to Cape
York peninsula.

Braving Victoria coldest winter in
50+ years, she gritted her teeth to
push through adversity, now quickly
approaching the Queensland
border, where she will overcome an
array of new challenges.
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Why the Black Dog Institute?

Suicide prevention, funding key mental health
research & being a major resource for information
regarding mental illness, the Black Dog Institute is
the leading provider of essential support, education
and information for Australians.
Statistics from the 2021 report show the scale of
what impact the BDI has. 

Bailey has also participated alongside the Black Dog
Institute to test & trial different methods & adaptive
measures over the years to better help others like
her in the future.
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Over one third of Australians have been close to
someone who has attempted to take their own life,
with 8 people taking their lives each day & 2/5
Australians suffering from mental illness at some point
in their lifetime.

The alarming statistics in Australia regarding mental
illness is everybody's responsibility to both be aware of,
and take actions toward managing. 

Suicide & mental
health are more than
just buzz words.
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We all have something. 
The one we each could spend the rest of our days
indulging in. 
Discovered during Bailey's own mental challenges
throughout her late teenage years battling a deep
depression, she found hiking as her cathartic
outlet. 
A meditative act - one available to us all. Whether
it is as simple as going for a walk around the
block, trekking through a local national park or
even hiking Mount Koziosko - the benefits of
hiking are something Bailey passionately
advocates for.

 Why hiking?
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For a moment, imagine you have just been diagnosed
with the stigmatised Bipolar Disorder. 

In a muck of uncertainty and a lack of confidence, you
feel you've lost the security of who you thought you

were, left confused with what this could mean for the
future.

Will I be able to still get a job? What if people find out?
Does this change who I am? Will my friends treat me
differently? What does this mean for my family? Will I

be able to pursue my dreams? Hearing Baileys story, it
is her hope to be able to be there to break the circuit.

 
 

The motive
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Access professional content to use across
relevant media & socials
Access opportunities to create exclusive
promotional content.
Access to promotion across website, social
media, in press interviews with hundreds of
weekly views, growing each day.
Access to promotion across support
vehicle.
Mentions to major sponsors in press,
podcasts & interviews.  

Benefits of supporting
the journey -
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From the Today Show & multiple Nine regional news networks to consistent
updates with 2GB & regional ABC stations, climbing regional & national
media coverage has provided Bailey the chance to make her appearance
continually noted on a both a micro and macro scale.

Media -
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Inspire conversations around mental health, depression & suicide, opening opportunities
to discuss with one another our own challenges we face, how we manage them and what
we can collectively do to help one another.

Assist in motivating others to pursue their dreams, goals & ambitions, no matter how
small or large they may be, knowing that whatever you put your mind to - you can
achieve. 

Normalise the conversations around our own mental health, educating others on how we
can seek the signs & symptoms of someone who may be struggling. 

Shift the stigma around Bipolar Disorder, allowing those with the condition to feel
comfortable in themselves & their diagnosis, motivating a shift to manage a healthy and
happy lifestyle. 

Raise funds & awareness for the Black Dog Institute, making their services readily
available for those who require them, plus funding world class research for mental health.

Outcomes from sponsorship -
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Bailey's journey is about having a positive impact. 
With the help from local communities & businesses, we are able to
accelerate towards our fundraising goal, while have a larger impact
through mental health awareness. 

Without the assistance & support of the incredible people Bailey has
met along the way, this entire experience would be vastly different. 

It takes a collaborative effort to turn this dream into a reality.
With help from people like you, we will continue to scale the positive
influence to increase awareness of Baileys venture.
Thank you for joining us to be a part of the movement toward
mental health awareness & removing the stigma of mental health
conditions. 

Reach out -

Bailey Seamer
-

Bailey@wandering-minds.org

https://www.facebook.com/wanderingmindswalk/

https://www.wandering-minds.org/

https://www.instagram.com/wandering_minds_walk/

0408278628
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